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1 Executive Summary 

1.1 Aim and Desired Outcome 

The Planning Pathfinder Project to enhance access to data for the benefit of the Planning 

Development Management team was sponsored by the Department of Levelling Up and 

Housing Communities (DLUHC) following a bid made by Gregg Chapman, Assistant 

Planning Manager on behalf of the Planning Development team. The objective was to learn 

how PowerBI could be used to provide an enhanced view of data associated with planning 

applications to aid performance monitoring and document that learning for sharing with other 

Local Planning Authorities (LPA). 

1.2 Summary 

The team successfully researched and implemented the necessary data connections 

followed by using the data in PowerBI visualisations – charts, graphs, and tables. We 

undertook user engagement with a small team of officers and the management team to 

discuss what we might consider in dashboards that would assist their work.  

A prototype dashboard has been developed and handed over to the planning team covering 

key areas of performance. The dashboard focuses on the overall team performance against 

national targets and can be used interactively to perform root cause analysis and near real 

time monitoring of applications as they approach agreed deadlines, to ensure an increased 

likelihood of success. This prototype dashboard has been well received by those in the 

Planning Development Team able to view the output and is now in daily use. 

This report shows what we have achieved and is supplemented by appendices that give 

more detail on our journey and sufficient technical guidance that other councils can use as a 

starting point, advising them how to achieve a similar result. 

1.3 Opportunities 

Although we held workshops to get requirements for future development, using the current 

prototype is also prompting innovation with recipients self-teaching PowerBI techniques to 

create new dashboards.  

We will run a stage 2 of the work to produce a full set of dashboards to assist all levels to 

measure and drive up performance levels. A logical direction for this would be to create 

dashboards for our council members and residents, made widely available. 

There was an unexpected bonus from the increased visibility of the data that discrepancies 

and errors within the data can be identified, although it will require specific development to 

create a data cleanse operation.  

Importantly, we have shown other IDOX user groups (Environmental Health, Licencing etc) 

what they could also achieve. 

We believe there must be an opportunity now to create a dashboard sharing library where 

LPAs can upload and download dashboards for tailoring to their own requirements.  
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2 Making the change 

2.1 Baseline data 

The IDOX system stores data in Oracle tables which is accessed by using Microsoft Access 

to create queries to display data selections, by linking tables and queries and using criteria 

and parameters. These produce a variety of outputs for all reasons, but the queries need to 

be rerun constantly to update the data output. Data must then be exported to Excel to 

produce basic graphs to look for trends and perform any analysis. 

This is time consuming and demanded a certain skill level to write and amend the Access 

queries. 

This set up is described in Appendix 1, figure 1. 

2.2 Key Tasks and Activities undertaken 

These comprised four main areas: 

• Technical 

• Requirements 

• Dashboard 

• Handover 

Technical 

The key to success in this project was establishing the connection to the data from PowerBI. 

This entailed installing the PowerBI Desktop software (free download) to one user, our 

Business Analyst, who has experience in extracting data from many systems and has 

accessed planning data in the past. This presented a challenge in that we had never 

installed PowerBI Desktop in the council so IT needed to establish a procedure for it. 

Similarly, we also needed to install Oracle 64 bit Client to interface with the IDOX database, 

again for the first time. 

Once these were installed correctly, connection to the data with PowerBI was very simple 

and intuitive, and it was easy to become productive very quickly. The Pathfinder design is 

described in Appendix 1, figure 2. 

More detailed technical guidance is available in Appendix 3. 

Requirements 

To gather requirements for future development we held two workshops; one for officers, 

another for managers, to get initial ideas. The focus was in two areas: 

Measurement and Analysis – more for managers, this will look at the ability to 

understand our performance, including drill down to individuals, to be able to 

examine failures so we can learn more about how to avoid them in future. 

Process Improvement – for managers and officers, this will look more closely at live 

applications and will enable us to manage the process better, prevent failures and 

repeat successes. 

Some of these elements were taken forward into the prototype dashboard. 
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Dashboard 

From the requirements work described above, the most pressing need was to provide the 

planning team with an accurate measure of performance as reported to DLUHC on a 

quarterly basis. The work involved in providing this data, using the existing Access reports, 

was considerable. Due to the age of some of these initial reports and the need for a refresh, 

it presented an opportunity to ensure new reporting captured all necessary data accurately. 

The initial dashboard was created in March 2022 and has been subject to iterative review to 

refine the data selection criteria and provide the accurate measurement required. This has 

been validated against previous data by the planning team. 

Handover 

To ensure we derived and retained the value from producing the prototype dashboard, we 

set out our Pathfinder end state to leave the prototype dashboard operating beyond the end 

of the project while we formulate plans for further development. Therefore, the three 

assistant planning managers and the specialist planning support officer all had the software 

and the capability to both view and refresh the dashboard at will. This was accompanied by 

a short tutorial on how to perform the simple activities to achieve this and be able to employ 

the dashboard in normal day to day operations. 

The whole Planning Development Team will be supplied with PowerBI Pro licences to view 

the shared dashboards. 

2.3 How we worked together to achieve this 

At the outset of the project, it was decided that we didn’t need to get support from our 

supplier (IDOX) for this work as we were accessing our data in the normal way, albeit with a 

different software package. 

We set up two teams: The Technical Team which met weekly to discuss and resolve issues 

over access and the development of the prototype; and the Executive Team which met 

fortnightly to provide local oversight. 

The membership of the Technical Team gave us the skills and experience of an Assistant 

Planning Manager (the project lead), a Business Analyst, the specialist Planning Support 

Officer, the IDOX System Administrator, the BI/GIS Manager, and a Project Manager. The 

team worked together to resolve issues and maintain progress. 

The Executive Team comprised the Head of Planning (and project sponsor), the Head of IT 

and Digital Transformation, the Head of Customer Services, Improvement and Performance 

and the CPMO Manager, with the project lead and project manager. This team provided 

oversight and direction as required throughout. Weekly reports of progress were shared with 

both teams. 

We collaborated in the early stages with Buckinghamshire Council who have pioneered the 

use of PowerBI for IDOX planning data. They faced different challenges with bringing 

together data from four systems but the basic approach was the same. This provided 

valuable advice at a key stage to get us started. 

We also compared what we were doing with Nottingham City Council who were running a 

similar Pathfinder project but taking an approach of using FME Server and ESRI instead of 

PowerBI. 
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2.4 Meeting the 5 Core Principles of the Local Digital Declaration 

We have created value for the Planning Team using workshops with both officers and 

managers to elicit and capture requirements relating to data extracted and presented, to 

improve performance based on the visibility that the dashboard provided. Further work will 

build on this and will expand to include other stakeholder groups. 

We have partly replaced the inflexible and time-consuming methods of performance 

measurement and heralded a new approach where PowerBI dashboards can be shared 

amongst the Planning community. 

We have laid the foundations of a new measurement approach that can be extended to 

provide information on planning volumes and performance to any stakeholder group 

including councillors, agents, and residents. 

We have effectively conducted a pathfinder for the implementation of business intelligence 

across the council by using PowerBI for the first time, proving its value in manipulating and 

presenting data, which can be used to implement performance management into key service 

providing areas. Given the necessary impetus, this can be extended through our IDOX user 

base and lays down standards for other service areas and systems to achieve. 

We have followed an approach of openness and collaboration both within the council and in 

the Pathfinder community. We expect the documented advice provided in the Appendix 3 of 

this report to enable other councils to swiftly follow suit. We hope that with assistance from 

DLUHC, a facility for sharing ready-made dashboards can be provided to accelerate 

development timescales. 

3 Outcomes  

3.1 What is / will be different now for Council Staff 

The prototype dashboard is available to our assistant planning managers who can use the 

various views together with the selection slicers to access information relating to their 

officers’ workload and performance. This is enabling more focused discussions on 

achievement of deadlines and identification of potential issues such as uneven workloads for 

officers and managers. 

We can also look forward to upcoming completions, at any stage after validation, to foresee 

and manage any peaks. 

We can easily identify applications that failed to meet the deadline so we can carry out some 

root cause analysis to promote continuous improvement. 

We will be rolling out access to the dashboard to all planning officers so it can be used as a 

daily tool to manage their workloads. 

3.2 What is / will be different now for Applicants 

Initially we will not be publishing any new information to applicants although they will benefit 

from an increased achievement of deadlines. 

Our future development will include levels of information that will be useful to applicants and 

their agents on current planning team performance, to enable them to plan their work with 

confidence. 
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3.3 Lessons learned 

We had never used PowerBI before this project at Basingstoke & Deane Borough Council. 

We encountered several issues on the installation of the software and the required Oracle 64 

bit client initially, although our IT team now has procedures and source files for these so 

subsequent installations have gone smoothly. 

Our business analyst performed the technical discovery work and had the necessary data 

manipulation understanding and skills to quickly become proficient at the basic PowerBI 

methodology required to produce the prototype. Formal training is probably not required as 

many instructional videos appear on YouTube although it may take some time to develop 

advanced skills. 

We were able to resource the work adequately, especially with the project manager taking 

care of reporting requirements including drafting all outputs. 

We discovered that we could utilise PowerBI to reveal data errors which could enable data 

cleanse processes, given the necessary focus in this area. 

Our overall reflection is that generating powerful visualisations in PowerBI dashboards is 

easy and we are looking forward to providing innovative – and valuable – new views in future 

stages of this work. 

4 Conclusions 

Using PowerBI to extract and display Planning Data from the IDOX system creates a 

powerful tool to help the planning team at all levels to understand and improve performance. 

During the pathfinder project, we looked at the work previously done by Buckinghamshire 

Council and successfully learnt how to introduce a version of that approach in BDBC. The 

journey taken has been reported throughout and documented in this report to show other 

LPAs how they might also implement this reporting and what benefits they may gain. 

This proof of concept has also delivered a prototype dashboard that illustrates the value of 

this approach, both in terms of reporting performance and providing visibility of the 

application process, that can be used to understand individual or endemic performance 

issues. With further innovation, this can be developed further into a full performance toolkit 

for the Planning Development Team and potentially for any other IDOX Uniform user groups. 

The council will adopt an approach for business intelligence, and we will frame what 

development is required to produce a suite of dashboards for planning and all its 

stakeholders, into a “stage 2” project. 

There is a business improvement adage “If you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it”. Using 

PowerBI or an equivalent approach to create visualisations of how applications are 

progressing through the planning process provides the measurement required, leading to 

improvement plans and the ability to show the impact of those improvements. Those 

improvements may be either changes to the process itself – the way of working – or general 

or individual performance compared to a standard or target. This will enable the planning 

team to continuously monitor and improve their process and performance. 
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Appendix 1 – Previous, Current and Future Reporting Setup 

Previous Model 

In common with all IDOX system councils, we employ an Access database linked to the 

IDOX data tables to generate reports. This has evolved over many years to provide a 

comprehensive suite of reports.  

Our current setup looks like this: 

Case Officers

Oracle Database
NTGIS2/CAPS

UNIREPLIVE

UNIREPTEST

Planning

EnvHlth

Building 

Control

Access
Report Builder

Basingstoke & Deane Borough Council 
Planning Pathfinder Project 
Current Planning Reporting

Feb 2022

Planning managers

Other officers/managers

Licensing

IDOX records 
maintained and 

updated by users

Mobile device / 
IDOX apps

Access Reports developed using 
queries to IDOX database data 

(unirep) available from network 
V Drive  \ DC Access for wider 

users to use

Access report run with 
some requiring input 

parameters such as date 
ranges

Report output can be 
downloaded into 

spreadsheets for further 
analysis by users

Access Reports
Planning portal

IDOX records 
generated based 

on input from 
Planning portal 

via IDOX 
connector

Report builders 
adapt and 

develop new 
reports as 
required

Oracle 
database on-

premise

 

Figure 1 Previous Reporting Setup 

There are several limitations with this approach: 

• The outputs are lists or totals. 

• If any visualisation is required, outputs need to be manipulated in Excel to produce 

graphs etc.  

• A user can only look at one thing at a time, i.e. queries and reports need to be 

separately run to produce the big picture. 

• Outputs are uncontrolled and need to be rerun regularly. 
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Pathfinder Model 

During the project, data manipulation and the creation of dashboards and visualisations has 

been done using PowerBI Desktop. These can then be shared via PowerBI service – an 

online resource – to other users who have a PowerBI Pro licence via the PowerBI App in 

Microsoft Teams. This setup has enabled the concept to be proven and used to create and 

share a prototype. 
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Control
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Feb 2022

Power BI 
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published as 
dashboards 

or apps
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Other officers/managers

Licensing

IDOX records 
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updated by users

Mobile device / 
IDOX apps

Power BI Reports, dashboards 
developed using direct query to 
IDOX database data (unirep) and 

published / shared for wider 
users to access

Power BI dashboards / 
apps accessed from MS 
Teams, mobile app or 
desktop application

Users access reports to 
view visualised data

PowerBI Service

Planning portal

IDOX records 
generated based 

on input from 
Planning portal 

via IDOX 
connector

Oracle Client 
installed to 

access 
database

Power BI Pro 
needed to 

publish 
dashboards / 

apps

Oracle 
database on-

premise

 

Figure 2 Pathfinder Reporting Setup 

PowerBI enables complex visualisation and slicing of data within a dashboard. Data can be 

easily filtered or subject to conditions in the same manner as the previous Access method. 

Outputs are superior in every way although at user level in this setup, the dashboards are 

not dynamic and require refreshing regularly. 

Whilst this setup is technically possible for full deployment, it is not considered viable for long 

term use. 
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Final Model 

Our preferred and recommended architecture employs a PowerBI Gateway to interface 

between the data source in IDOX and the PowerBI Service. This enables a recurring refresh 

of data from the Gateway to be available for any/all user dashboards to access. 
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Figure 3 Proposed Final Reporting Setup 

PowerBI Gateway has been designed for use in this scenario where regular data refreshing 

is required and where it is necessary to reduce the impact of numerous direct connections.  

Alternative Approach 

It is possible to create the same architecture using an alternative method of data 

warehousing and scheduled refreshing of data. One such alternative is to use FME Server to 

refresh and maintain the data.  

It is also possible to use ESRI to create dashboards instead of using PowerBI. 

This is not covered in this Pathfinder Project but in the same series of projects, Nottingham 

City Council are looking at the FME Server/ESRI approach in some detail. 
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Appendix 2 - Our Prototype 

 

Figure 4 Dashboard - Rolling Performance 

This visualisation above shows the performance across the various categories since 1 

October 2020, i.e. when the measurement period began. The table below will be refreshed 

to display a selection from one of the pie charts or the year and quarter slicer if required and 

can be sorted as required on any of the column headers. 

This look back at completed applications provides the ability to identify failures and perform 

root cause analysis to understand if there are any improvements that can improve 

performance in future. The addition of the officer code or name would enable individual 

performance to be assessed. 

 

Figure 5 Dashboard - Awaiting Validation 

This visualisation shows the applications awaiting validation broken down by year/quarter 

and type. Slicing the data will refresh the table. 

Validation is a key part of the process that can now be measured in more detail with the 

addition of other data fields. 
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Figure 6 Dashboard - On Hand Applications 

This shows the total number of applications on hand and their distribution across the team. 

The data is sliced and the table refreshed by selecting officers as required. 

This can be used to understand relative workloads between team members with the ability to 

select and then sort lists by officer to assess progress and any potential pinch points. 

The table can be easily exported to Excel for sharing. 

 

 

Figure 7 Dashboard - Days to Target 

This shows a count of applications meeting the ‘Days to Target’ slicer values, in the example 

above, 1 to 25. The visualisations include the officer code and a display of application 

numbers by officer by day within the countdown window. The table will refresh to display any 

selection made on the visualisations.  

This can be used to prioritise work to increase success rates and used in manager/officer 

reviews. The view also enables managers to understand expected approval volumes. 
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Appendix 3 – Technical Considerations 

These technical notes are intended to provide some guidance for councils and their IT and 

Planning Teams to consider how they will go about implementing a similar PowerBI 

approach. However, many of the steps are valid whichever base software is deployed. 

System Requirements Pathfinder Architecture  

• Needed to consider where the data required for the reports are held 

• Need to consider the versions of Uniform in place, if hosted or on-prem and if any 

planned upgrades 

• Queries and fields to display can use the current Access reports used by planning as 

a guide to how the data is filtered (I.e. things to include/exclude such as statuses, 

application types, development types) 

• A consideration is needed on how ‘real time’ the data needs to be to guide how often 

the reports need to be refreshed from live data 

• Microsoft enterprise agreement licensing in place (E3 / E5) as this affects how many 

users have access to add-ons such as Power platform applications to view reports 

(see also appendix 3) 

• Are the stakeholder groups who will be developing or viewing the reports known? 

• Will there be an offline copy of the data held in a data warehouse that the reports will 

utilise, use a direct lookup or imported copy of the data? (this affects how PowerBI 

accesses the data for the reports) 

• Need to consider how the end users of the reports will view them I.e. within MS 

Teams, from PowerBI Desktop, from powerbi.com, SharePoint Intranet. 

• Oracle 64 bit client is required to be installed on any device requiring to develop 

PowerBI reports utilising this dataset directly or for refreshing a report. End users do 

not need Oracle connectors 

• How ‘clean’ the data is within Uniform will affect how much effort is needed and how 

complicated the filters need to be to show a consistent and validated view in the 

reports. Records with missing dates, data or old records in historic application states 

may need to be ‘resolved’ or specific filters generated to exclude so that they do not 

affect the results 

• Performance considerations may be an issue for large datasets (affecting time to 

load or update) however these have not been experienced by BDBC during this 

project due to low data volumes 

• Although not fully explored as part of this initial project phase there does appear to 

be an issue converting map eastings and northings to latitude / longitude (PowerBI 

prefers lat/long for map visualisations). Although methods exist to convert 

easting/northings to lat/long this is just as a snapshot and not a live data field. This 

may require further investigation if map views of specific planning applications 

required on dashboards 

• Additional custom column to calculate if decided within target date 

o = Table.AddColumn(#"Filtered Rows", "DecidedWithinTarget", each if 

[DATEDECISS] = null then "Not Decided" else if [PPACDATE]  <> null then if 

[DATEDECISS] > [PPACDATE] then "False" else "True" else if 

[DATEDECISS] > [DATE8WEEK] then "False" else "True") 

• Our prototype PowerBI report uses a filter for applications received after 1st June 

2016 in order to include all applications applicable for the reports and dashboards  

• DAX column added  
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o Days2Target = if([PPACDATE] = 

BLANK(),(DATEDIFF(TODAY(),[DATE8WEEK],DAY)),(DATEDIFF(TODAY(),[

PPACDATE],DAY))) 

• We have used a table to extract the Development Type names from the code table 

into an excel file and saved within SharePoint (although there is probably other ways 

to achieve this) - We have also used this same method for other code table extracts 

for status names, application types etc. Although have not used these as yet within 

the example in phase 1 

• When publishing the reports to powerbi.com in order to make them available to 

Microsoft Teams or a wider audience it was noted that a shared Workspace might be 

recommended in order to better categorise the reports and dashboards being shared 

 

System Requirements Gateway Architecture 

These notes contain information that may be useful if considering using the PowerBI 

Gateway as shown in the Final Architecture diagram. It must be noted that alternative 

approaches are also viable here but have not been researched. 

• The gateway is recommended whenever PowerBI must access data that is not 

accessible over the internet. I.e. if data held in on-premise databases 

• Guidance is available from the Microsoft site on sizing On-premises data gateway 

sizing - Power BI | Microsoft Docs in order to take into account the number and size 

of data refreshes, complexity of any transformation in the power query mash up 

engine, number of concurrent report users 

• It is recommended to start with a power gateway with at least 8 CPU cores, 8 GB 

RAM and multiple Gigabit network adapters – performance can then be monitored 

Monitor and optimize on-premises data gateway performance | Microsoft Docs to 

ensure the sizing is adequate for the use 

• Larger scale deployments may require clustering (BDBC do not have sufficient 

volumes currently to require this) 

• If using ‘import’ data access mode this loads the data into PowerBI to be used in the 

reports and will require refreshing (by a user with Oracle client installed) 

• There have been issues noted with connecting to data in non-64 bit Access 

databases (although this has not presented a difficulty with the Planning Pathfinder 

project) 

• If all the datasets required for the reports are cloud based a PowerBI gateway may 

not be required (BDBC have a mix of cloud, hosted and on-premises datasets for 

applications although IDOX uniform data required for planning is held within on-

premises, Oracle databases and so the gateway was considered as part of the 

project although not implemented) 

• IT infrastructure support required to progress this as security and server 

considerations to actions needed 

 

 

 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guidance/gateway-onprem-sizing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/guidance/gateway-onprem-sizing
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/data-integration/gateway/service-gateway-performance
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PowerBI Licencing Considerations 

Licensing requirements will depend on how many officers in the council will be required to 

access shared dashboards and the Microsoft Enterprise Agreement each council may have. 

The information here is based on publicly available costings. 

PowerBI Desktop – this is a free to download package that is required for dashboard and 

visualisation creation. It will probably require IT support to install. 

PowerBI Pro – available as individual licences or as part of the Enterprise Agreement*. All 

users that will need access to a dashboard will require a Pro licence.  Details of storage 

limits can be found in the related Microsoft web page Manage data storage in your 

workspaces - Power BI | Microsoft Docs  

PowerBI Service – this is a free online service where sharing of dashboards is achieved. 

(Teams) 

PowerBI Gateway – this application is free to download but will require hosting (see System 

Requirements Gateway Architecture, Appendix 2) 

PowerBI Premium – available as individual licences or as an Enterprise-wide package. 

* The E5 Enterprise Agreement contains PowerBI Pro 

Each council will have their own strategy for using PowerBI and the choice of licences is 

likely to be predicated on wider considerations than just the Planning Development Team’s 

requirements. Some councils may prefer to use other software packages to produce similar 

outputs. 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/admin/service-admin-manage-your-data-storage-in-power-bi
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/admin/service-admin-manage-your-data-storage-in-power-bi
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